
 

 

 

ARE YOUR OUR NEXT AWESOME INTERN?  

ROLE LENGTH:  SEPTEMBER 2017 – JUNE 2018 

STATUS: VOLUNTARY 

HOURS: 2 DAYS PER WEEK – MIX OF HOME BASED, MEETING WITH TEAM IN OFFICE OR ON SITE 

AT WORK LOCATIONS.   

REPORTING TO: DAY 46 PROGRAMME MANAGER 

OVERVIEW 

Passionate about making a difference for survivors of trafficking?  A social activist keen to get stuck in?  

Ignite your passion and sharpen your skills as part of the Sophie Hayes Foundation internship programme.  Bring 

your ideas, energy, commitment and dedication to help shape Sophie Hayes Foundation as it continues to grow.   

We are currently recruiting for one more part-time intern to work with our team at Sophie Hayes.  We are small, 

agile and on a high growth trajectory – so you will come with a start-up mentality, ready to take leadership of 

projects, unafraid to get stuck in at grass roots level, and put the energy in to bring your ideas to life! We are looking 

for creative and focused leaders who have a clear passion for supporting survivors of trafficking to join us. We are 

recruiting for one more part-time role (2 days per week each).  

WHAT YOU’LL DO  

Work with our Day 46 team, who provide workshops, coaching and placements for survivors of trafficking.  You will 

support our Day 46 Programme Lead and Outreach Manager in development and delivery of our Day 46 Programme, 

which runs across London and is about to expand to other cities across the UK. This is a great opportunity to make a 

genuine difference to the lives of those you work with, and to learn on the job with support from the surrounding 

team to grow in your personal development skills.  

WHO WE ARE LOOKING FOR 

You will be a creative, energetic self-starter who can take the lead on projects and make them happen!  You won’t 

be afraid of diving into the details when needed, and can anticipate challenges to resolve them quickly.  You are a 

great team player, working well with others and fostering and supportive and fun environment in line with the 

Sophie Hayes Foundation culture. In return, you’ll get heaps of development and ‘on the job’ experiences – chances 

to lead and make a real difference! Please note, because we run women-only programmes we are looking for a 

female intern to ensure we can include you in these.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

ABOUT US 

The Sophie Hayes Foundation has the purpose of Empowering Survivors of Trafficking to Build Hope Filled Futures.   

We were set up in 2011 by a survivor of trafficking called Sophie Hayes, who wrote a book about her experience and 

set up the charity with the proceeds.  We have been supporting survivors ever since. 

Our purpose is… ‘We Empower Survivors of Trafficking to Build Hope-Filled Futures’. 

WHAT WE DO 

We work to enable survivors to build independent, purposeful lives after they leave support. We do this through: 

SURVIVOR SUPPORT: We support survivors of trafficking and modern-day slavery through: 

• DAY 46 PROGRAMME: our confidence-building and employability programme, delivered in safe houses and 
communities across London and beyond. 

• DAY 46 OUTREACH: 1:1 employability coaching and access to college education and volunteer placements 

• DAY 46+: Long term community and leadership development for survivors of trafficking  

RESEARCH: We provide credible research on topics related to human trafficking, and engage with the academic side 
of the topic.  

AWARENESS: We help survivors to tell their story if they choose to, in any way they feel comfortable, as a platform 
to create awareness and instigate change globally regarding human trafficking. 

ABOUT THE ROLE  

BEHAVIOURS AND REQUIREMENTS 

• Flexible and agile: Think ‘start up’ mentality. You need to be willing to muck in, change your approach and 

adapt to what is needed.   

• Attention to detail: Able to deal with details and routine when required.   

• Autonomy: Self-leadership and personal initiative  

• Responsibility: You do what you say you will do  

• Self-awareness: Understanding your impact on others, willing to give and receive feedback, open and 

authentic  

• Confidence: Willing to ‘give things a go’ and take the lead 

• Great with people: Good listener, communicator and connector of people  

YOUR ROLE WILL INCLUDE: 

• Coaching and facilitation of confidence and employability programmes for survivors of trafficking  
• 1:1 coaching for survivors of trafficking with the purpose of helping them move forward with their lives 

• Attending placement days and employability training days with partner organisations  
• Administering the Day 46 Programme – ensuring lead facilitators have materials and equipment  

• Supporting with the induction and safeguarding training of new facilitators  
• Supporting with fundraising efforts for the Day 46 programme  

• Building awareness campaigns of the Day 46 Programme and supporting our awareness agenda  
• Assessing the success of our programmes through monitoring and evaluation  

• Supporting the charity lead, Day 46 Programme Lead and Outreach Manager with administration and 
organisation of charity activities  

 

Internships are unpaid so you will need to have other means of sustaining your income and accommodation in 

London.  To apply, email your covering letter and CV to info@sophiehayesfoundation.org by the 9th July 2017. We 

are unable to give feedback to every applicant.  You will receive an initial response by 14th July 2017. 
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